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Foreword by the Principal 
 
Our College’s Single Equality Scheme underpins all we do to achieve our vision of being recognised 
as an outstanding College striving for excellence. 
  
The six strands of gender, ethnicity, disability, sexual orientation, age and religion or belief come 
together in the Scheme to form a strategy with a timetable and realistic action plan with monitoring 
arrangements. 
 
By 2016 we aim to be able to demonstrate Priestley College’s Equality Objectives: 
 

1. To update our Key Priorities on an annual basis to enable us to work towards them. 
2. To develop a culture that promotes and celebrates equality and diversity; 
3. To monitor student performance (according to a range of protected characteristics identified 

by the Equality Act 2010 such as disability, gender and ethnicity) in order to identify and 
address underachievement of any group via targeted, evidence-based strategies; 

4. To pro-actively address all forms of discrimination, harassment and victimisation;   
5. To establish an environment which encourages and enables groups with diverse 

backgrounds and/or conflicting practices/values/interests to foster positive relationships; 
6. To work towards a staff and governor profile that more closely reflects and complements the 

local community; 
7. To ensure that each individual has the opportunity to reach her/his full potential. 

 
As Principal and Chief Executive I have overall responsibility for our Equality Scheme, and the day-
to-day running of the scheme rests with the College Managers with the action plan development 
through the Equality and Diversity Committee. 
 
This Scheme is published on our website (www.priestley.ac.uk).  Hard copies are available at both 
Receptions and in the Learning Resource Centre.  Alternative formats are available on request. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Matthew Grant 
Principal and Chief Executive 
  

http://www.priestley.ac.uk/
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Priestley College  
 
National, Regional and Local Priorities 
 
In July 2015 the government launched its productivity plan which demonstrates that while raising 
productivity is a global challenge there is a large and widening productivity gap between the UK and 
other leading advanced economies.  
 
The government’s framework for raising productivity includes 15 key areas built around two pillars:  
 

 first encouraging long term investment  

 secondly promoting a dynamic economy.  
 
The North West is the largest region in England outside the South East and London in terms of 
population. Until recently the area experienced out-migration as young workers moved away in 
search of work. This trend has been reversed due in part to the policy of urban regeneration and 
renewed economic growth especially in areas such as creative industries and tourism.  
 
The Cheshire and Warrington Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) devolution Proposal includes 
112,000 new jobs and 139,000 new homes – increasing current workforce by 25%. In addition it has 
projected the following requirements: 
 

• Highly skilled labour market with 38% of working age population qualified to Level 4 or 
above. Comparatively low skilled population in the 20-29 age bracket.  

• Replacement demand from ageing population is highest driver of future labour requirements 
(230,000 jobs by 2025).   

• Replacement demand significant for manufacturing (35% age 50+); public administration, 
education and health (33% age 50+) and transport and communication (27% age 50+). 
 

Priestley College along with other high quality educational institutions has a key role to play in 
contributing to the development of a highly skilled workforce that supports the needs of the local, 
national and international companies in our region.  
 
The LEP Strategic and Economic Plan and Growth Plan outlines four major projects that will benefit 
from the Local Growth Fund: 

 

 The Atlantic Gateway in Cheshire  

 The Cheshire Science Corridor 

 The Crewe High Growth City 

 Energy 

Together they identify key areas of skills needs and development linked to long term high value job 
creation. These are in:  

 

 Logistics/Freight 

 Commerce  

 Life Sciences/Big Science  

 Digital and Creative industries  

 Software development  

 Telecoms  

 Nuclear energy  

 Scientific analysis and research 

 Pharmaceuticals 

 Chemical engineering  

 Radio-astrophysics  
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With Priestley being the only STEM Assured Sixth Form College in the region with a track record of 
delivering high quality and relevant academic and technical vocational qualifications at Level 3, we 
are in a unique position to lead on further refinement of this provision. This is enhanced by our very 
strong reputation for the expertise and support we provide which ensures young people progress 
through both professional and technical routes via higher education and/or apprenticeships.  
 
Further increases in employment opportunities are also expected in financial, professional and other 
business services. Banking and general insurance, centred mainly in Manchester and Chester, 
account for the majority of financial services employment in the North West.  
 
Biomedical Gross Value Added (GVA) is forecast to grow between 2010 and 2020, especially within 
the Pharmaceuticals sectors. Another strong sector in the North West is the nuclear industry with 
over 39% of the national workforce based in the North West.  
 
The Warrington Borough Council Statement of 16-19 Education, Training and Skills Priorities for 
2012/13 set the tone for many of these regional developments but also points out an increase in the 
percentage of young people entering employment without training and in the number of young 
people under 19 claiming Job Seekers Allowance. 
 
Participation Rates in Education and Training  
 
The participation rates for the North West region were 83.4% from November to January in 14/15.  
They declined by 0.2% in 15/16 to 83.2%.  In Warrington they stood at 88.1% from November – 
January 14/15 showing a more positive increase of 0.7% by 15/16.  Warrington data reflects a more 
positive set of data in comparison to the ages of the North West region. 
 
The data for Warrington and the North West region by age are as follows from November to 
January: 
 

Age  2014/15 2015/16  

16 NW Average 94.4% 94.2% Decline  -0.2% 

Warrington Average 97.2% 97.6% Above many areas of the North West 

17 NW Average 86.3% 87.4% 1.3% positive 

Warrington Average 91.8% 92.1% 0.3% positive 

18 NW Average 69.5% 68.7% Decline  -0.2% 

Warrington Average 74.6% 76.3% 2.3% improvement 

 
Closing the achievement gap is a common theme in the Town’s priorities.  
 
Based on 2013/14 validated data, gaps identified included:  
 

 5 A*-C including English and Maths Male 48.5%, Female 63.2% 

 Free School Meal pupils 5 A*-C including English and Maths 24.7%, non-Free School Meals 

59.4% 

 Disadvantaged 5A*-C 27.7% non-Disadvantaged 63% 

 Level 3 achievement 30% of Free School Meals pupils achieved L3 by age 19 compared to 

67% of the non-Free School Meals pupils. 

Also of concern for Warrington is the net flow of students out of the Town at age 16 which is linked 
to the fewer high grades at A Level when compared to national and regional averages.  
 
Warrington, in line with the region’s priorities, seeks to increase partnership with employers and to 
ensure the provision of more apprenticeships including a broader range of higher apprenticeships.  
 
Within Warrington there was a significant drop in the percentage of Year 11 pupils achieving 5 
GCSEs at Grades A* to C including English and Maths in 2014 when it fell from 65.7% to 55.9% 
mainly as a result of a fall in the GCSE pass rates in English and Maths. This drop had a significant 
negative impact on the recruitment of learners to Level 3 programmes at Priestley. At the same time 
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we saw a 50% increase in recruitment to our Level 2 vocational programme and a larger than 
anticipated recruitment on our GCSE and pre-GCSE English and Maths programmes.  
 

Provisional results for 2015 indicate that the Warrington Schools have seen a 2% improvement in 
the number of pupils achieving 5 GCSEs at Grades A* to C including English and Maths. Once 
again this has led to a much larger Level 2 recruitment than would have previously been anticipated.  
 

Changes to Key Stage 4 provision in local schools is also having an impact on Post-16 recruitment 
with a greater emphasis on the English Baccalaureate in many schools, so despite the fall in the 5 
A* to C pass rate, the percentage of pupils achieving the English Baccalaureate has increased from 
27.6% in 2013 to 28.8% in 2015 compared to a national rate of 23.9%. 
 

At this stage Priestley continues to be the dominant provider of 16-18 full time learning opportunities 
for Warrington residents. In 2014/15 the breakdown of Warrington 16-18 year olds in full time 
learning was as follows: 
 

 33.6% at Priestley 

 20.9% at Warrington Collegiate 

 7.7% at Great Sankey 

 6.6% at Lymm 

 4.4% at Carmel 

 3.6% at Winstanley 

 In 2013/14 57% of those obtaining 2 or more A Levels in Warrington attended Priestley, with 14% 
at both Great Sankey and Lymm and 8% attended Bridgewater.  46% of those achieving a 
substantial Level 3 vocational qualification attended Priestley with 35% attending Warrington 
Collegiate and 6% Great Sankey.  
 

Priestley’s Track Record 
 

Priestley College has a strong record of pass rates at A Level and in Vocational Level 3 and Level 2 
programmes, achieving a 99% A* to E pass rate at A Level for 11 successive years and a consistent 
100% pass rate in BTEC Extended Diplomas and 99% pass rate in vocational Diplomas.  
 

Performance at AS is more variable and a key priority is improvement in A to E pass rates, whilst at 
GCSE Maths A* to C the pass rate at 36.4% is slightly above the national re-sit pass rate with the 
IGCSE English A* to C pass rate being exceptionally high at 69.5%  
College success rates in key lines are regularly in line with or significantly higher than those of all 
providers and often above the Sixth Form College average with the exception of AS where there is 
concern not just about pass rates but also retention rates.  
 

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 National 
Rate 

SFC Rate 

A Level 95.7 96.7 96.6 95.0 95.3 

AS 79.9 81.4 79.0 80.4 82.6 

L3 Certificate 81.9 75.0 87.2 85.0 87.1 

L3 Diploma 89.0 92.7 92.2 86.3 88.7 

L3 Other 75.8 80.3 78.4 83.2 81.3 

L2 Certificate 91.3 90.7 91.5 82.3 84.9 

L2 Diploma 85.8 93.3 86.0 83.3 86.3 

GCSE Maths & English  90.4 85.6 90.3 85.1 89.3 

L2 Other including IGCSE 52.2 87.8 86.4 75.6 80.5 
  
The College also performs well in value added measures with the National Level 3 Value added 
measures showing Priestley had significantly above average value added performance in: 

 AS  

 A2  

 BTEC Extended Diplomas  
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Current Context 
 
Priestley College  
 
Priestley College is a Sixth Form College that currently has 2013 16-18 learners. It also has 154 
adult learners through a bespoke Adult Programme based around Adult Functional Skills and GCSE 
provision in English, Maths and Science. 13 SFA funded learners attend the day time Sixth Form 
College provision. The College has 31 High Funded learners who supported to access the College’s 
main Sixth Form College offer. It is the largest provider of 16-18 learning programmes in Warrington 
currently meeting the needs of some 45% of school leavers on an annual basis. 
 
The College provides a comprehensive range of Level 3 programmes including AS, A2, BTEC and 
OCR Certificates and Diplomas alongside a focused Level 2 offer including BTEC and OCR 
Certificates and GCSEs in English, Maths and Science. The admissions criteria is inclusive and 
students are able to mix academic and vocational programmes and for some Level 2 and Level 3 
courses. Success rates are high and above national averages for A2, Vocational Level 2 and 3 
programmes.    The College is currently rated as Outstanding by OFSTED, though its latest Self-
Assessment Report rates the College as Good. Areas of outstanding provision are Art and Design, 
Media and Performing Arts, ICT and Computing and GCSE English. The College holds STEM 
Assured status and the Matrix Quality Mark for Impartial Advice and Guidance. The College has an 
excellent track record of collaboration with partners both in and beyond Warrington. It is an active 
member of WASCL and has been a lead member of the Warrington Post 16 Forum for over 14 
years. It was a partner in the Increased Flexibility Programme and the Diploma Programme 
delivering 14-16 curriculum in schools. It currently seconds a teacher to deliver AS and A2 Law in a 
local secondary school.  The Principal is a Diocesan representative on a local Church of England 
School Board of Governors and has been a member of its Interim Executive Committee as part of 
the drive to move it from Inadequate to Good. The College is a member of the Cheshire and 
Warrington Consortium of Colleges and the North West 5 Colleges Consortium which has been a 
key driver for quality improvement and sharing best practice. The College has an anticipated annual 
turnover of £10.3m in 2015/16 with a forecast income for 2016/17 of £9.6m.  
 
The College has been rated by the Education Funding Agency as Outstanding financially since 
2008 and expects to retain this rating in 2016/17. The College currently has a £2.17m offset loan 
with Lloyds Bank and cash reserves of £3.3m. It has initiated discussion with Lloyds concerning any 
impact of academisation on its current loan facility.  
 
 

The College Vision 
 

To be the region’s leading provider of high quality educational opportunities, responding to the 
needs of the community we serve. 
 

 
 

The College Mission 
 

To inspire, challenge and support students to excel in learning and in life. 
 

 
The College’s vision and mission are not therefore regarded as static statements but are 
continuously subject to the College’s ever present drive for improvement in all areas. 

 
The College values: 
 

 Learning and the enjoyment of learning 

 Each individual and their needs and aspirations 

 Achievements and success which are both personal and academic 

 Effort and endeavour to maximise a person’s full potential 

 Partnership based on respect and equality 
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The College’s strategy is centred around: 
 

 Developing a greater distinctiveness 

 An intense focus on teaching, learning, guidance and performance outcomes 

 Partnership working and being regarded as an outward looking participative College 

 A desire to share the College’s experience with other institutions and learn from others’ 
best practice 

 Embracing curriculum initiatives 

 Innovation 

 Listening and responding to the student voice 

 Seizing all opportunities to celebrate student success 

 Continuous campus development 
 

College Context 
 

The College has continued to work to close any identified achievement gap or areas of under 
representation. 
 

There has been little change in the gender profile of the College with a 1% increase in female 
learners:  
 

 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

male 45% 44% 46% 45% 44% 

female 55% 56% 54% 55% 56% 
 

The percentage of Black and Minority (BME) learners showed a small increase in 2014/15: 
 

 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

BME 5% 5% 5% 6% 6% 
 

The College profile therefore, remains predominantly white at 94% a decrease of 1% on the 
previous year: 
 

 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

White 95% 95% 95% 95% 94% 
 

The number of learners with Learning Difficulties and Disabilities (LLDD) increased to 25% from 
2013/14and increase of 4% from the previous year: 
 

 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

LLDD 15% 16% 16% 21% 25% 
 

Data also indicates that students receiving the disadvantage uplift increased by 1% from 2013/14 to 
26%: 
 

 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

Uplift 28% 25% 24% 25% 26% 
 

During 2014/15 Free School Meals (FSM) entitlement was recorded for the first time in College: 
 

 2014/15 

FSM 77% 
 

Learners’ destination data showed an increase in learners who had positive destinations after 
completing their programme at Priestley.  Positive destinations includes HE, FE, apprenticeships, 
employed, self-employed and Priestley for further study. 
  

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

Positive Destinations 89.4% 92% 96% 

University Entrants 52% 56% 64% 
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Introduction 
 

 
The College Commitment 
 
Priestley College is committed to a working environment that is free from discrimination and 
intimidation and in which the dignity of the individual is paramount. 
 

 
The College recognises the importance of meeting the legal requirements and through this 
scheme we outline our priorities and actions to: 

 Promote and advance equality of opportunity 

 Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation 

 Foster good relations between different groups of people. 

The existing public sector duties in relation to race, disability and gender have been 
incorporated within this Scheme. 
 
Protected Characteristics 
 
The following characteristics are protected under the Equality Act 2010: 

 age 

 disability 

 gender reassignment 

 marriage and partnership 

 pregnancy and maternity 

 race 

 religion or belief 

 sex 

 sexual orientation 

Legislative Context 
 
The Single Equality Scheme Action Plan 2016/17 accompanies this document and reflects changing 
circumstances and the key priorities for the College.  This Single Equality Scheme responds to our 
statutory duties and will be implemented within the framework of relevant legislation which includes: 
 

 Equal Pay Act 1970 (Equal Value Amendment Regulations 1984) 

 Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (Gender Reassignment Regulations 1999) 
(Indirect Discrimination and Burden of Proof Regulations 2001) 

 The Employment Equality Regulations 2003: religion, belief and sexual orientation 

 Race Relations Act 1976 (Race Relations Amendment Act 2000) 

 Disability Discriminations Act 1995 (Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001) 

 Protection of Children Act 1999 

 Disability Equality Duty 2006 – Gender Equality Duty 2006 

 The Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006 

 The Equality Bill 2010 (Equality Act) 
 

 
Priestley College 
 

Key documents that support this Single Equality Scheme are: 
 

 Student Charter 

 Equal Opportunities Policy 
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 Race Equality Policy - In support of those aims the College has a Race Equality Policy, 
approved by Governors 2015.    The policy continues to be implemented within the 
framework of the relevant legislation, which included: 

o Race Relations Act 1976 (Race Relations Amendment Act 2000).   

The policy has been developed in line with the College mission and ethos. 

 Bullying and Harassment Policy 

 Strategic Plan  

 Single Equality Scheme Action Plan  

 Complaints Policy 

 Prevent Strategy 
 

Priestley College is committed to equality of opportunity for all who learn and work here.  We 
respect and value the diversity of our staff, learners, visitors, contractors, governors and the 
community.  We strive to create a positive working and learning environment where everyone is 
encouraged to meet their full potential.  This commitment is enshrined in our College Mission 
Statement. 
 

THE COLLEGE MISSION 
 
To inspire, challenge and support students to excel in learning and in life. 
 

We believe that everyone has a right to work or study with an equal chance to succeed and realise 
their potential, free from discrimination or harassment.  Promoting equality is everyone’s 
responsibility and is embedded throughout our Scheme and Action Plan.  These principles are 
supported through procedures and training. In 2013/14 the College, in consultation with staff, 
governors and stakeholders developed equality objectives in line with national guidelines. 
 
Equality Objectives 
 
Priestley College’s Equality Objectives:  
 

1. To update our Key Priorities on an annual basis to enable us to work towards them; 

2. To develop a culture that promotes and celebrates equality and diversity; 

3. To monitor learner performance (according to a range of protected characteristics identified 

by the Equality Act 2010 such as disability, gender and ethnicity) in order to identify and 

address underachievement of any group via targeted, evidence-based strategies; 

4. To pro-actively address all forms of discrimination, harassment and victimisation;   

5. To establish an environment which encourages and enables groups with diverse 

backgrounds and/or conflicting practices/values/interests to foster positive relationships; 

6. To work towards a staff and governor profile that more closely reflects and complements the 

local community; 

7. To ensure that each individual has the opportunity to reach her/his full potential. 

 
The Annual Report to the Governing Body reports on our progress on both the Equality Objectives 
and the College’s Key Priorities, which reflects on all aspects of equality and diversity and is 
published on the College website. 
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Equality Commitments  
 

Sex Equality Commitments  
 

 Equal Pay Act 1970  

 Equal Value Amendment Regulations 1984  

 Gender Equality Duty 2006  

 Equality Act 2010 

We are committed to: 
 

 Eliminating unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation on the grounds of sex. 

 Advancing equality of opportunity and fostering good relationships between men and 

women. 

 Addressing the causes of any gender pay gap. 

 Gathering and using information on how the College’s policies and procedures affect sex 

equality in the work force and its delivery of services to learners and staff. 

 Assessing the impact of current and proposed policies and procedures on sex equality. 

Race Equality Commitments 
 

 Race Relations Act 1976 

 Race Relations Amendment Act 2000 

 Equality Act 2010 

We are committed to: 
 

 Eliminating unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation relating to race, ethnic or 

national origin, colour or nationality. 

 Advancing equality of opportunity. 

 Fostering good relations between people of different racial or ethnic groups, national origins 

or nationalities. 

 Putting in place arrangements for implementing this scheme, publishing its contents and the 

results of its monitoring and effectiveness. 

 Assessing the impact of its policies on learners and staff of different racial groups, ethnic or 

national origins, colour or nationality. 

Disability Equality Commitments 
 

 Disability Discrimination Act 1995 and 2005  

 Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001 

 Disability Equality Duty 2006 

 SEND Regulations 

 Protection of Children Act 1999 

 Equality Act 2010 

We are committed to: 
 

 Eliminating discrimination, harassment and victimisation of disabled persons related to their 

disability, including treating a person unfairly due to disability related sickness absence. 

 Advancing equality of opportunity for disabled people. 

 Fostering good relations. 

 Promoting positive attitudes towards disabled persons. 

 Encouraging participation by disabled persons in public life. 
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Gender Identity Equality Commitments 
 

 Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (Gender Reassignment Regulations 1999) 

 Equality Act 2010 

We are committed to: 
 

 Advancing equality of opportunity for transgendered people. 

 Fostering good relations. 

 Eliminating discrimination, harassment and victimisation related to gender identity. 

 Promoting gender identity equality by ensuring that the wishes of the persons undergoing 

gender reassignment will be taken into consideration. 

 Working with external agencies to encourage and promote good practice. 

Age Equality Commitments 
 

 Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006 

 Equality Act 2010 

We are committed to: 
 

 Advancing equality of opportunity for people of all ages. 

 Fostering good relations. 

 Eliminating discrimination, harassment and victimisation related to age. 

 Creating a working environment that is fair and equitable in its practices and procedures. 

 Actively tackling age discrimination. 

 Eliminating any criterion that disadvantages people of a particular age, unless it can be 

objectively justified. 

Religion or Belief Equality Commitments 
 

 Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003 

 Equality Act 2010 

We are committed to: 
 

 Advancing equality of opportunity for people of different religions or beliefs. 

 Fostering good relations. 

 Eliminating discrimination, harassment and victimisation related to religion or belief. 

 Actively tackling discrimination regarding religion or belief, whether overt, covert or by 

omission and promoting equality. 

 Providing a quiet / prayer room facility for use by all faiths and none. 

Pregnancy and Maternity Equality Commitments 
 

 Equality Act 2006, 2010 

We are committed to: 
 

 Advancing equality of opportunity for women who are pregnant (staff and students). 

 Fostering good relations. 

 Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation related to pregnancy and maternity. 

 Considering flexible working arrangements for male and female staff. 
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Socio - Economic Status 
(Deprivation or Uplift, Widening Participation and / or Free School Meals [FSM]) 
 

 Equality Act 2010 

The College also recognises the importance of socio economic status and community cohesion with 
regard to developing good relations across different socio-economic groups.  We have incorporated 
these priorities into our Scheme.  This allows the College to identify any gaps in performance from 
any of the groups we have identified to tackle to narrow the gap as outlined in the Equality Act. 
 
Marriage and Civil Partnerships 
 

 Equality Act 2010 

Treat civil partnerships in the same way as married people in employment and training.  Any 
benefits given to married employees will be offered to civil partners. 
 
The College also recognises the importance of socio economic status and community cohesion with 
regard to developing good relations across different socio-economic groups.  We have incorporated 
these priorities into our scheme this allows the College to identify any gaps in performance from any 
of the groups to tackle to narrow the gap as outlined in the Equality Act. 
 
Monitoring 
 
The Manager responsible for leading Equality and Diversity will revise and update the Key Priorities 
and Scheme Action Plan annually. The Senior Management Team and College Management Team 
will monitor. 
 
The Vice Principal (Resources) and the College Management Team will be responsible for the 
equality and diversity data and alerting managers of key findings. 
 
The Personnel Manager will be responsible for day to day monitoring of staffing and reporting to 
managers of key findings. 
 
The Vice Principal (Curriculum and Standards) will be responsible for ensuring that the equality and 
diversity procedures are followed as part of the Quality Assurance Cycle. 
 
The Equality and Diversity Lead will present the Single Equality Action Plan to the Curriculum and 
Quality Committee for annual review and recommendation for Governing Body approval. 
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Meeting the Equality Duty 
 
The legislative context outlined the legal responsibilities placed on the College by law and the duties 
we must comply with.  This section of the Scheme related specifically to the requirements for 
achieving equality within the College and highlights our aims to drive forward our work on equality 
and diversity. 
 
What we will do: 
 

 Implement the Public Sector Equality Duty and ensure that the College complies with the 

requirements of the Equality Act 2010 through the implementation of the Single Equality 

Scheme. 

 Ensure that discrimination of any protected characteristic and socio-economic status will be 

investigated and, if proven, disciplinary action will be taken. 

 Take positive action to promote equality of opportunity for all staff and learners, regardless of 

their characteristics. 

 Promote and foster good relations between people of different groups by working internally 

and with other institutions and the local community to ensure community cohesion. 

 Identify and challenge stereotypical and discriminatory assumptions, attitudes, remarks and 

behaviour based on prejudice or discrimination. 

 Equality Impact Assess and review policies, procedures, practices and plans to ensure that 

the needs and interests of all equality groups are considered when planning and delivering 

services. 

 Ensure that recruitment and selection procedures are inclusive to learners from different 

groups. 

 Ensure that recruitment, selection and promotion opportunities are open to staff from 

different groups and backgrounds, using positive action where required. 

 Work to address any equality gaps in success rates for learners from different groups. 

 Encourage the participation of different groups in learner voice activities to shape the 

College. 

 Promote an inclusive curriculum which upholds the principles of equality and diversity. 

 Take steps to take account of people with disabilities even where this involves treating 

people with a disability more favourably than other people.   The College will endeavour to 

make reasonable adjustments to support people with disabilities to help overcome barriers. 

 Promote the encouragement of learners to mix with others from different backgrounds to 

prepare them to work in a more diverse society. 

Roles and Responsibilities 
 
Equality and Diversity is more than just meeting legal obligations, or targets.  It’s about making a 
difference to the lives of our students and staff – valuing the needs of the individual. 
 
The Governing Body is responsible for: 
 

 Making sure the College complies with the Single Equality Scheme and meets all public 

sector equality duties. 

 Making sure the Single Equality Scheme and its procedures are followed. 

The Principal and Senior Management Team are responsible for: 
 

 Giving a consistent and high profile lead on all equality and diversity issues 

 Promoting equality and diversity inside and outside the institution. 

 Making sure the Single Equality Scheme and its procedures are followed. 
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The Vice Principal (Curriculum and Quality) in conjunction with the Equality and Diversity Manager 
are responsible for: 
 

 Co-ordinating work on equality and diversity. 

 Publishing monitoring information and the Annual Report. 

 Reviewing and developing the Single Equality Scheme and Action Plan. 

 Approving and monitoring Equality Impact Assessments. 

 Developing Equality and Diversity related training for staff. 

 Co-ordinate College wide equality related activities for learners. 

 Supporting all curriculum areas to develop Equality and Diversity Action Plans that lead to 

outstanding targeted activities. 

 Reporting and monitoring on progress of action plans. 

 Ensuring that College is up to date with all legal and ethical aspects of Equality and 

Diversity. 

 Accessing reports detailing and gaps in recruitment, attainment success and retention of 

learners. 

 Support and monitor curriculum areas in relation to embedding Equality and Diversity in the 

curriculum. 

 Ensuring that the College staffing profile is reflective of the demographic area of Warrington. 

Managers are responsible for: 
 

 Putting the scheme and its strategies and procedures into practice. 

 Making sure that all staff know their responsibilities, and receive support and training to carry 

these out. 

 Following the relevant procedures and investigating staff or learners who maybe 

discriminating unlawfully. 

 Acting upon data to identify any gaps in performance by any groups, and proactively acting 

to address them. 

All staff are responsible for: 
 

 Dealing with equality and diversity incidents and being able to recognise and tackle bias and 

stereotyping. 

 Consistently challenging any inappropriate language or behaviour of staff and learners. 

 Promoting equal opportunities, eliminating discrimination and fostering good relations. 

 Taking up opportunities for training and learning. 

 Ensuring that they report any incidents that contravene this scheme to their manager or 

other appropriate member of staff. 

All contractors and service providers are responsible for: 
 

 Being aware of the Single Equality Scheme. 

 Follow the Single Equality Scheme and equality conditions in contract or agreements. 
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Staff Recruitment and Selection 
 

The staff data is collected at the start of the academic year, in September.  The staff profile is from 
2014/15. 
 

Staff Profile 
 

Ethnic Group  
 

The College’s staff profile indicates that 92.72% of staff are White British.  This is consistent with the 

92.9% figure for Warrington (see table below).  There has however been a marginal increase in the 

latest figures for staff with White/Any other White, Asian, and/or Mixed backgrounds as indicated 

below: 

Year White Brit 
Eng/Wel/ 
Scott/NI 

White/Any other  
White background/ 
White Irish 

Asian/ 
Any other Asian 
background 

Black/Any  
other Black 
background 

Mixed/Any  
other Mixed 
background 

2011-12 95.30% 1.57% 2.19% 0% 0.94% 

2012-13 95.14% 2.13% 1.82% 0% 0.91% 

2013-14 93.83% 2.60% 2.27% 0% 1.30% 

2014-15 92.72% 2.98% 2.32% 0% 1.90% 

 

Although staff from minority ethnic groups continues to be relatively low in the College, and we 

endeavour to ensure our recruitment adverts are well place to reach a wide and inclusive audience, 

our low numbers are however reflective of the ethnic groups of all usual Warrington residents as can 

be seen from the table below, extracted from the 2011 Census Results – People and Population 

Profile – Warrington (warrington.gov.uk).   

Ethnic Group Warrington North West 

White (English / Welsh / Scottish /NI / British) 92.9% 87.1% 

White / Any other White / Irish 3.0% 3.1% 

Asian / Asian British 2.4% 6.2% 

Black/African/Caribbean/Black 0.3% 1.4% 

Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups 1.1% 1.6% 
 

Gender 

The % ratio of male to female staff shows little variation and is consistent over the years: 

Year Male  Female  

2011-12 35.74% 64.26% 

2012-13 38.60% 61.40% 

2013-14 37.66% 62.34% 

2014-15 36.09% 63.91% 

 

Disability / Confidential Disclosure 

Latest figures indicate an increase in the number of staff disclosing a medical condition.  This could 

be attributable to the promotion of a culture of openness for staff to disclose information, and to our 

commitment to providing a duty of care to all our employees.   

Year Nil Return / 
Not Disclosed any 
Information 

Disclosed a Disability / 
Equality Act Likely or 
May Apply 

Disclosed a  
Medical Condition 
No Care Plan 

Disclosed a  
Medical Condition 
Care Plan 

2011-12 73.5% 1.9% 20.1% 4.5% 

2012-13 72.9% 3.0% 19.8% 4.3% 

2013-14 76.4% 2.8% 18.7% 2.1% 

2014-15 71.9% 2.6% 23.5% 2.0% 
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Age 

The number of employees over the age of 65+ has increased in 2014-15, comprising Teachers: 1 

female, Business Support: 1 female and 3 male staff, Cleaners: 4 females, and the remaining 11 

females and 5 males being casual part-time staff on variable hours contracts. 

At the other end of the range, there has been an increase in the number of staff aged 16-21 (2 

employed on Internships, the remainder employed as variable hours part-time staff, employed on 

casual contracts.  

Year 16-21 22-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-65 65+ 

2011-12 4.08% 13.48% 25.08% 19.12% 23.82% 9.09% 5.33% 

2012-13 3.95% 13.68% 22.49% 20.67% 22.80% 9.42% 6.99% 

2013-14 3.57% 12.01% 22.73% 19.81% 25.32% 9.42% 7.14% 

2014-15 4.64% 10.26% 22.85% 21.19% 24.50% 8.61% 7.95% 

 

Religion and Belief 

Data on Religion and Belief was collected initially in 2011-12, with over 65% of staff not wishing to 

declare, or not returning the information at that time.  An update of this information has not however 

taken place on an annual basis, but it is anticipated that a follow-up request to staff to disclose will be 

actioned during the year.  Data for 12-13, 13-14 and 14-15 figures merely reflect very minor updates 

which have resulted from new staff joining having completed a revised Equality Monitoring form on 

application for a post, or staff leaving our employment during the periods. 

Year Christian Other No Religious Belief Prefer Not to Say/Nil Return 

2011-12 25.08% 1.25% 8.15% 65.52% 

2012-13 28.27% 3.04% 8.21% 60.49% 

2013-14 29.22% 1.95% 8.12% 60.71% 

2014-15 32.12% 2.32% 7.62% 57.95% 

 

Sexual Orientation 

We do not currently collect information from staff on sexual orientation (heterosexual, bisexual, gay 

woman/lesbian, gay man, other, prefer not to say), although we have in Dec-15 amended our 

Equality Monitoring form for job applicants to include this question.   

We will however start to collect information on Sexual Orientation from our staff to enable figures to 

be available for next year’s report. 

 

Flexible Working 

 

A Flexible Working Policy was introduced in Jan-15 to facilitate staff wishing to request a change to 

their contractual arrangements (e.g. to reduce their hours from full-time to part-time, consolidate 

fractional hours into full days, or amend their work pattern).  Up to the end of the 2015 summer 

term, the College was able to accommodate all the requests made (9 Teaching Staff and 3 

Business Support Staff). 

The College continued to support staff requesting leave of absence (e.g. for care of a 

child/dependent, bereavement related, or to attend an event).  Such requests were approved with 

pay, without pay, approved by using time in lieu, or approved as sickness absence, as appropriate. 

Staff took, as in previous years, periods of either maternity or paternity leave during the period.  
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Phased “return to work” arrangements were put in place where recommended by our Occupational 

Health Advisors or a GP, to support those staff returning from long-term sickness absence.   

Pay  

The Sep-14 1% pay award for Teaching Staff and the 1% pay award for Support Staff were agreed 

at national level and were implemented.  The 1% increase was also applied to some hourly rates, 

with a higher percentage increase being applied to the lower rates to bring them in line with 

minimum wage requirements.  The Sep-15 pay award has also now been agreed at national level 

and implemented, i.e. 0.9% for points on the Support Staff scale (but higher that 0.9% for the lower 

points on the scale) and 1% for points on the Teaching Staff structure.  Some hourly rates have also 

increased by 0.9% or 1% as appropriate, bringing all rates equal to or above the minimum wage 

from Apr-16.  

Progression on the salary structure, PSP (Performance Standard Payment) for teaching staff, and 

SSSP (Support Staff Standards Payment) for support staff, continued to be applied for those staff 

meeting the required criteria. 

The JCC (Joint Consultative Committee) met throughout the year to discuss issues relating to staff 

pay and terms and conditions of service.  The Committee was also consulted on a number of staff 

policies and procedures. 

Promotional opportunities to management or transfer posts were advertised to all staff, with 

appointments being offered to the candidate(s) best suited to carry out the role. 

Staff Recruitment and Selection 

External vacancies were advertised on the TES-online (Times Educational Supplement), Universal 

Job Search, and the College website.  A total of 356 applications were received from the 27 posts 

advertised during the period Sep-14 to Aug-15.  90% of applicants provided EO data (89% in the 

previous year). 

The ethnic origin of applicants continues to be predominantly White British, accounting for 79% of 

applications.  Applicants invited for interview were from Irish, Any Other White, White & Black 

African, White & Asian, Asian British: Indian, or Asian British: Pakistani backgrounds. 

The percentage of applications from males has increased over the previous two years, last year by 

1.88%, receiving 47.02% (M) and 52.98% (F). 

We continue to receive applications, interview and appoint across all ages with the highest number 

of applicants and appointments made in the 20-29 age range (14 staff).  Across age ranges 16-19, 

30-39, 40-49 and 50-59, 60-65, (23 staff appointed in total).  

The number of applicants declaring a disability decreased on the previous year; of the 8 applications 

received 5 candidates were interviewed (of which 2 were appointed) and 3 did not meet the 

essential criteria.   

From Sep-14 Religion & Belief monitoring was added to the equality opportunities form.  Christian 

and Other (prefer not to say) accounting for the majority of responses.  We also interviewed and 

appointed staff with Muslim, Hindu and Sikh religious beliefs. 
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Governance 
 
During 2014/15 the Governance and Search Committee reviewed the membership of the Full Board 
and Associate Governors on four occasions. Steps were taken to diversify the membership of the 
Board by appointing Governors with Legal, Finance and industrial backgrounds. In addition the 
Governance and Search Committee examined the new Code of Governance and recommended its 
acceptance to the Full Board and it was adopted in June 2015.  
 
The Remuneration and HR Committee examined the staff absence record termly and information is 
presented to enable Governors to track absences authorised or otherwise by the type of employee, 
for example teacher, business support staff, term time only or full year. The Committee was also 
informed and is fully supportive of the steps the College takes to engage with occupational health to 
support those staff facing serious health issues including those that could be seen as leading to 
temporary disability.  
 
In January 2015 a full staff survey was completed and the findings were reported to the 
Remuneration and HR Committee. The Committee was grateful for this report which reflected a 
positive mood across the College.  
 
In February 2015 the Committee received the 2013/14 Staff Equality and Diversity monitoring report 
that breaks down applicants, interviewees and appointments by age, gender, ethnicity and for those 
with a disability. This demonstrated that the College is attracting and appointing from a cross section 
of society. It was pleasing to see for example that 9% of those appointed to posts in 2013/14 
declared that they had a disability.   

 
Staff Awareness / Information for Staff 
 

The aim is to ensure equality is incorporated into the procedures for the recruitment and 
employment of staff. We shall: 
 

 Ensure the Staff Handbook is updated to include reference to Equality and Diversity 
information and support. 

 Ensure the profile of staff, at different levels within the College is appropriately monitored. 
This includes the monitoring of the profile in recruitment procedures for internal and external 
appointments. 

 Ensure that procedures are in place to ensure pay equality procedures are adhered to, 
consulting with trades unions Joint Consultative Committee and the Sixth Form Colleges 
Forum as appropriate. 

 At regular intervals develop opportunities for analysis of trends to improve staff awareness of 
equality. 

 Monitor equality for staff through the Human Resources team in terms of recruitment, 
retention, promotion, flexible working etc. 

 
Staff Statement (contained in the Staff Handbook) 
 
Equal Opportunities 
 
All strands of Equality, or protected characteristics, are considered in the Single Equality Scheme. 
The scheme is developed from the Equality Act. The College has a set of Equality Objectives which 
have been developed by staff and Governors and are the key priorities for compliance with the 
Single Equality Scheme.  All can be accessed on the Shared drive or the College website. 
 
Equality Staff Statement 
 
The Equal Opportunity Policy is intended to stress the College Mission, ‘To inspire, challenge and 
support students to excel in learning and in life’. 
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The Governors of Priestley College, through the Principal, are fully committed to equality and 
diversity and equality of opportunity for all.  This is based on the underlying philosophy that 
everyone who comes to the College, or represents the College at out centres will be treated with 
respect. 
 
As both an employer and an educational institution the College wishes to establish our commitment 
to prevent discrimination in our own practices and to take active steps to stimulate genuine equality 
of opportunity and full participation for all. 
 
As an employer the College aims to: 
 

 Ensure that no job applicant or employee will receive less favourable treatment on the 
grounds of gender, ethnicity, marital status, age, sexual orientation or disability.  However, 
all persons appointed will be expected to support the College’s vision, mission and values. 

 Promote best practice and ensure that the talents of all members of staff are utilised. 

 Create the conditions where people are respected regardless of gender, ethnicity, sexual 
orientation, marital status, religion or belief, age, disability or other irrelevant distinctions. 

 Ensure that individuals are selected, promoted and transferred on the basis of their ability to 
carry out a particular job. 

 Ensure that professional development and/or training needs are identified and accessible to 
all staff in line with priorities and not on the basis of gender, age, ethnicity, marital status, 
religion or belief, disability or sexual orientation. 

 Treat all staff with respect and view language or behaviour which is either intentionally or 
unintentionally disparaging of any individual or group on grounds of gender, age, race, 
ethnicity, marital status, religion or belief, disability or sexual orientation as a breach of this 
policy.  Such breaches would be dealt with according to the appropriate disciplinary 
procedures for staff. 

 Deal with any complaints through the College’s Bullying and Harassment Policy. 

 Comply with SEND and make the necessary adjustments to enable the buildings to be as 
accessible as possible to all regardless of disability. 

 
Staff – what the College does 
 
Disclosure 

 Support will be provided for long term health issues and names of points of contact for 
disclosure and information are available from Personnel. 

 All staff members are given opportunity to disclose during their induction and annually. 

 All staff members are given the opportunity to disclose during their annual review meeting. 

 The College has a sensitive and positive approach to disclosure.  It is genuinely used as a 
means of support and the start of a dialogue. 

 
Support and adjustment 

 Support for staff with disabilities/long term health issues is tailored for the individual and is 
based on discussion and consultation. 

 Support is varied and might mean something as simple as a change of classroom or working 
hours to the more technical provision of specialist equipment. 

 
Support for staff in general 
 

 The College’s positive approach to staff with disabilities is well supported by senior 
management and governors. 

 The College has a generous sickness and leave of absence scheme. 

 The College is 99% accessible. 
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Information Flow 
 

Confidentiality and Disclosure 
 
The intention is to encourage opportunities for disclosure and to endeavour to ensure the 
confidentiality of student/staff information. We will: 
 

 Recognise the right of an individual to keep the information confidential. 

 Abide by the Data Protection Act whereby sensitive information is not shared or passed on 
without consent. 

 Disseminate disclosed information, and, given consent we will pass that information on to 
the relevant members of staff. 

 Try to ensure that we provide an atmosphere in which governors, staff and students feel 
confident in disclosing their gender or transgender needs. 

 Make contact with parents/carers/support groups, as and when required to identify individual 
needs and make appropriate provision, wherever possible. 

 Put mechanisms in place to gather information about the student perspective by gender 
through sampled questionnaires of adult and 16-19 students and staff. 

 Develop procedures to monitor trends in the performance of differing genders through 
recruitment, attendance, retention and achievement, and for staff, promotion and career 
development. 

 Staff, students and College partners (including work placement providers) are aware that 
action will be taken to address any breach of the Single Equality Scheme. 
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Student Statement (contained in the Student Handbook) 
 
Our key priorities are developed on an annual basis and are intended to comply with requirements 
relating to race, ethnicity, age, gender, gender reassignment, disability, sexual orientation, religion 
or belief.   
 
To this end we aim to: 
 

 Continue to develop a structured range of information gathering on equality and use the 

information gathered to tackle underperformance and underrepresentation by curriculum 

area and to take proactive action, linked into the self-assessment process. 

 Continue to work to embed equality and diversity within all aspects of teaching and learning 

with differentiation being a key focus. 

 Enhance links between study support, teaching staff and students to improve teaching and 

learning strategies. Embed the requirements of the new SEND arrangements for students 

with additional needs. 

 Develop tutorial activities for students that prepare them for the world of work and the 

diverse environment. 

 Continue to develop respect for all people from different minority groups amongst all parts of 

the College and wider community, fostering good relations.  

 Extend the learner voice through a range of formal and informal means to enhance 

responses. 

 Ensure equality and diversity and community cohesion is positively promoted throughout the 

College through publicity materials, curriculum area initiatives and the annual Diversity 

Competition. 

 Continue to celebrate progress, endeavour and success through College wide activities. 

 Continue to work to develop the College premises to enable learners to access facilities and 

equipment. 

Our Single Equality Scheme Action Plan sets out the key priorities for 2015/2016 to ensure 
continuous development and improvement for staff, students and stakeholders of Priestley College. 
 
As a provider the College aims to: 
 

 Ensure that no student applicant will receive less favourable treatment on the grounds of 
gender, ethnicity, marital status, age, sexual orientation, religion or belief, or disability. 

 Promote best practice and ensure that all students are given the opportunity to develop their 
talents to the full. 

 Create an environment of respect where students are respected regardless of gender, race, 
ethnicity, marital statues religion or belief, sexual orientation, age, disability or other 
irrelevant distinctions. 

 Treat all students with respect and view language or behaviour which is either intentionally 
or unintentionally disparaging of any individual or group on grounds of gender, ethnicity, 
marital status, religion or belief, sexual orientation, age, disability or any other irrelevant 
distinction – as a breach of this policy.  Such breaches will be dealt with according to the 
appropriate disciplinary procedures. 

 Deal with any complaints through the Bullying and Harassment Policy which will be reported 
to governors on an annual basis. 

 Comply with SEND and make the necessary adjustments to enable the buildings to be as 
accessible as possible to all regardless of disability.      
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 Information Flow 
 
Confidentiality and Disclosure 
 
The intention is to encourage opportunities for disclosure and to endeavour to ensure the 
confidentiality of student. We will: 
 

 Recognise the right of an individual to keep the information confidential. 

 Abide by the Data Protection Act whereby sensitive information is not shared or passed on 
without consent. 

 Disseminate disclosed information, and, given consent we will pass that information on to 
the relevant members of staff. 

 Try to ensure that we provide an atmosphere in which students feel confident in disclosing 
their gender or transgender needs. 

 Make contact with parents/carers/support groups, as and when required to identify individual 
needs and make appropriate provision, wherever possible. 

 Put mechanisms in place to gather information about the student perspective through 
sampled questionnaires of adult and 16-19 students. 

 Develop procedures to monitor trends in the performance of differing groups through 
recruitment, attendance, retention and achievement, and destinations. 

 Students are aware that action will be taken to address any breach of the Single Equality 
Scheme. 

 

Complaints Procedure 
 

This is contained in the Student and Staff Handbook – we shall ensure that:  
 

 The Handbook can be made available in alternative formats on request and is accessible on 
the College website, and includes information on bullying or harassment.  

 Records of complaints in relation to bullying/harassment by students will be reported to and 
monitored by the Director of Student Services. 

 Records of complaints in relation to bullying/harassment by staff will be reported to and 
monitored by the Personnel Manager.  

 The numbers of complaints will be recorded in the annual report to Governors.  
 

Campus Development / Physical Environment 
 

The College is committed to providing access where practicable for staff and students with any 
physical disabilities.  The College is following a phased programme to conform to DDA 
requirements.  We shall: 

 

 Aim to create an ambient environment for all staff and students, free from gender stereotype. 

 Ensure procurement procedures are in place for any contractors or service providers 
working with the College. 

 
The College has: 
 

 Lift access in five buildings. 

 Window blinds fitted in most areas. 

 Unisex accessible toilet in some buildings. 

 Disabled parking spaces. 

 Arrangements are in place for job applicants who are informed that special requirements can 
be catered for at interview. 

 Arrangements are in place for all staff who disclose a health condition to have an interview to 
discuss their needs. 

 The College has a clear grievance procedure that would deal quickly with any equality issue. 

 The College monitors staffing levels of people with disabilities.  This monitoring is reported 
annually. 
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Monitoring our Progress - Implementation Plan 
 

To inform the setting of targets and the measurement of our progress in achieving them, we collect 
and analyse the following information: 
 
For Learners: 

 Gender, disability, age, ethnicity and if the learners receive free school meals (FSM) or uplift 

funding plus those in receipt of College bursary funding. 

 Application and success rates for admissions to courses across all groups. 

 Retention rates across all groups. 

 Achievement rates of all groups. 

 The progression rates of all groups. 

 Disciplinary action relating to all groups. 

 Students on contracts for discipline or support. 

 Complaints by learners and / or parents / carers. 

 Assessment appeals. 

 Progression rates from AS > A2, Year 1 > Year 2 vocational courses, Level 2 > Level 3 

 Attendance rates across all groups. 

 Destinations of learners – in year and at the end of courses. 

For Staff: 

 Disability (where disclosed), gender, age, ethnicity 

 Religion / belief and sexual orientation (new staff) 

 Applications for employment , promotion 

 Selection success rates. 

 Type of contract (permanent, temporary, casual) by group. 

 Training 

 Disciplinary proceedings for staff. 

 Grievances by staff. 

 The number of staff who cease employment. 

The information is used to: 

 Determine whether there are any differences in the way different groups are treated. 

 Decide if there are any gaps in recruitment, achievement and success of different groups of 

learners / staff. 

 Investigate the underlying gaps or differences. 

 Identifying areas where specific action could be and is taken. 

 Evaluating the feedback from monitoring data to form action points and targets – this will 

identify whether or not there is any adverse impact on learners, staff or governors from 

different racial backgrounds. 

 Identify where data might promote and improve equality and consider what measures can be 

taken to deal with any identified differences.  Impact assessments are a positive process of 

evolution and should lead to positive improvements and promotion of the College values. 

Assessing the Impact of Policies 
 
As part of our legal duties to comply with legislation in relation to equality, we must also carry out 
Equality Impact Assessments on the policies, procedures, plans and practices of the College.  We 
must ensure that policies do not have an adverse impact or discriminate on the grounds of race, 
gender, disability, age, religion or belief, sexual orientation, gender identity or socio-economic 
status. 
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Equality Impact Assessments are a crucial mechanism for ensuring the embedding of equality and 
diversity and are an essential tool for considering different equality groups when drawing up or 
reviewing policies and procedures. 
 
In line with statutory duties, our equality impact assessment process will be applied to all new 
policies and impact assessed by the Equality and Diversity Manager. 

 
Teaching, Learning and Assessment 
 
The curriculum will seek to promote the learning of all students, regardless their protected 
characteristic so that they can fulfil their potential. 
 
We will ensure that: 
 

 Tutors are aware of the admissions procedures for students who have a disability and 
ensure the student has access to advice via Learning Support. 

 We give impartial information and guidance in an appropriate and accessible format which 
will help students make informed decisions. 

 We will identify applicants with disabilities and ensure reasonable adjustments are made to 
aid their progression to College. 

 We develop effective liaison with partner schools / outside agencies / parents and students 
to identify need and develop appropriate provision. 

 We will produce data to identify trends / issues so the College can anticipate any future 
requirements. 

 
When considering teaching, learning and assessment it is important that reasonable steps are taken 
to avoid placing students at a disadvantage.  This will require reasonable adjustments to be put in 
place on an individual basis. The intention is to ensure that: 
 

 Information will be given about procedures for access arrangements and support during 
assessments and examinations. 

 National examination bodies will be informed about particular needs and access 
arrangements will be sought (extra time, separate locations etc).  Access arrangements 
(such as time) and support (such as amanuensis) will be arranged for individual students 
where this has been granted. 

 Each individual case requiring reasonable adjustment is judged on its needs. 

 An assessment is made of technology and equipment requirements, so that where possible, 
specialist computer modifications or other learning materials will be made available. 

 Individual discussions between the Learning Support Manager or appropriate staff, parent, 
student and relevant external organisations will lead to the production of risk assessments 
and/or Care Plans for disabled students – ensuring reasonable adjustments are made for 
participation.  Health care plans for students with medical conditions outlining how this may 
impact on their studies. 

 The success rates of LLDD will be monitored and action will be taken to address any 
disparity, as with age, gender, ethnicity, social deprivation uplift and FSM and / or bursary 
recipients. 

 Develop procedures to monitor trends in the performance of those with a disability, as with 

ethnicity, through recruitment, attendance, retention and achievement. 

Information Flow 

  
All students disclosing a disability are referred to the Learning Support Manager, staff to the 
Personnel Manager.  The College has a sensitive and positive approach to disclosure.  It is 
genuinely used as a means of support and the start of a dialogue. 
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Confidentiality and Disclosure  
 
The intention is to encourage opportunities for disclosure and to endeavour to ensure the 
confidentiality of student/staff information. We will:  
 

 Provide regular opportunities for students and staff to disclose any disability or learning 
difficulty.   

 Recognise the right of an individual to keep the disability confidential 

 Abide by the Data Protection Act whereby sensitive information cannot be shared or passed 
on without consent. 

 Where consent is given, disseminate disclosed information, and pass that information on to 
the relevant members of staff. 

 Try to ensure that we provide an atmosphere in which disabled people feel confident in 
disclosing their disability. 

 Make contact with parents/carers and students, as and when required to identify individual 
needs and make appropriate provision, wherever possible. 

 Develop procedures to monitor trends in the performance of those with a disability, as with 
ethnicity, through recruitment, attendance, retention and achievement. 

 Staff, students and College partners (including work placement providers) are aware that 
action will be taken to address any breach of the Single Equality Scheme and Race Policy. 

 
Students with Disabilities - what the College does      
 
Further information on how the College meets the general and specific duties to avoid disability 
discrimination. 
 
Identification 
 

 Provides opportunities for disclosure – open evening, application, interview, registration, 
induction and twice yearly reviews. 

 Initial learning assessment. 

 Staff training to raise awareness. 

 Links with additional learning support and curriculum areas. 

 Additional support interview with the learner. 
 
Involvement of external agencies when appropriate e.g. LEA Services, Health Services, Social 
Services, CAMHS, Charities (e.g. RNIB). 
 
Good links with high schools, including regular liaison with SENCOs. 
 
Support Arrangements 
 
The following is available to support people with disabilities who use our facilities: 
 

 Support available at all College events, such as open evenings, enrolment. 

 The majority of College rooms are physically accessible. 

 Lift access in four buildings. 

 Window blinds fitted in most teaching areas. 

 Toilets with full facilities in the main teaching blocks. 

 Assembly points in case of emergency evacuation.  

 Evacuation chairs at strategic points throughout the College. 

 Personalised Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPS) support plans for learners with a 
disability. 

 Staff receive ongoing training on disability awareness. 

 A dedicated Learning Support department which includes: Learning Support Assistants and 
Learning Support Teachers.  The team has experience and training in many areas including: 

 Dyslexia 

 Mental health issues 
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 Visual impairment and hearing impairment 

 Physical disability 

 Cerebral Palsy 

 Head injury 

 Learning difficulties 

 Asperger’s Syndrome 

 Down’s Syndrome 
 

 Its provision for students includes: 

 In-class support to meet student need 

 Scribing 

 Reading 

 Mobility support 

 Personal care 

 Support at lunchtime and break times 

 One-to-one support to help students develop coping strategies 

 Loan of equipment, including lap tops, audio phones and hearing systems 

 Access to specialist software 

 Small group teaching 

 Examination arrangements 

 Modified resources 

 Specialised teaching resources 

 Drop in facility 

 Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPS) are prepared for the evacuation of disabled 
students should an emergency arise. 

 Arrangements for support of the guide dogs. 
 
The area will always consider adaptation and modification based on individual student need. 
 
Equality and Diversity Training 
 
The College recognises that training and development of staff is a key element in ensuring that: 
 

 There is good awareness and understanding of equality and diversity issues across the 

College and an appreciation of the College’s commitment to inclusion. 

 Unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation are eliminated. 

 All staff are aware of the potential barriers to inclusion and the need to address these 

appropriately within the courses they teach. 

 Staff can access equality and diversity training and updates as part of CPD (Continuous 

Professional Development). 

 Every member of staff has a responsibility for equality and diversity. 

In addition we will continue to: 
  

 Provide staff training on new legislation and further training on disability awareness. 

 Clarify that parking spaces are for disabled badge holders only. 

 Update all policies in line with new legislation. 

 Carry out equality impact assessments on all subjects and cross College areas. 

 Involve staff in the production and renewal of this scheme. 
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Involvement and Consultation 
 
Consultation 
 

In the development of the Single Equality Scheme we consulted widely with appropriate 
organisations.  Equality and diversity feedback is encouraged from a broad spectrum of sources to 
inform planning, decision making and review.  Information gathering can be taken from a variety of 
sources including the updated version of the Single Equality Scheme 2016-2019 has: 
 

 Complaints and compliments 

 Informal comment 

 Formal questionnaires 

 Student focus groups 

 Student Council 

 Curriculum Management Team 

 Staff meetings 

 Management meetings 

 Classroom feedback 

 Oral feedback from front line staff 

 Consultation  on specific issues 

 Observation and review process 

 Discussion with partners, trades union, community venues, local authority, local employers 

 Web comments and email 

 Examination of key data such as attendance, retention, age, gender, ethnicity, uplift, and 
bursary. 

 Community and workplace feedback 
 
Advisory links and collaboration is maintained with a large number of external agencies and 
professionals that support and inform on equality and diversity issues.  These include: 
 

 Cheshire Constabulary (College is a Hate Crime Reporting Centre) 

 Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service 

 Educational Psychologists 

 Speech and Language Therapists 

 RNIB 

 The National Autistic Society 

 Access to Work 

 Warrington Local Authority 

 Warrington Partner Schools 

 Warrington Community Healthcare Trust 

 Warrington Disability Awareness Group 

 Cheshire Halton and Warrington Race and Equality Centre 

 North West Regional Equality and Diversity Support Network 

 Parent Partnership 

 Basic Skills Agency 

 National Association of Disability Practitioners 

 MENCAP 
 
Sharing and Celebrating Good Practice 
 
Good practice with reference to equality and diversity is shared or celebrated in numerous ways 
across the College and within specialised areas, some of which are less formal but nonetheless 
valuable.  These include: 
 

 Informal staff discussion 

 Staff management meetings 

 Informal and formal discussions of the Governing Body 
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 Dissemination from the Equality and Diversity Committee 

 Discussion following teacher observation and staff review 

 Self-assessment reporting 

 Team meetings and information exchanges 

 Student forums 

 Staff Training and Development activities 

 College wide events, Comic Relief, Sport Relief, Children in Need, Help for Heroes. 

 Diversity Competition 

 Discussion and reporting between outside agencies or partners 

 Network activities with the North West Regional Equality and Diversity Network 

 Public relations communications 

 Presentation and award events 

 Student questionnaires 

 Focus group meetings 

 Student Council meetings 
 
Breach of Scheme and Complaints 
 
Breaches of the Scheme will be dealt with in the same way that breaches of other College policies 
are dealt with.  Complaints in relation to equality and diversity or the Single Equality Scheme will be 
handled through the College complaints and grievances procedures. 
 
Learners can raise issues through their course tutors or course representatives to the Student 
Council. 
 
The College will seek to provide a supportive environment for incidents of harassment, bullying and 
discrimination as outlined in our Bullying and Harassment Policy. 

 
Publishing the Scheme 
 
The College recognises that the Single Equality Scheme is a public document that should be 
available to any interested stakeholder.  We will promote and publish our Single Equality Scheme 
by: 

 Placing it on the website and Moodle for staff, learners and stakeholders. 

 Making it available on request to all existing and potential members of the College 

community and interested stakeholders. 

 Making it available on request in alternative formats. 
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Prohibited Conduct        Appendix 1 
 
The Equality Act 2010 extends the scope of conduct prohibited in relation to protected 
characteristics. 
 
Direct Discrimination  
This might occur when you treat a learner less favourably because their sibling, parent, carer or 
friend has a protected characteristic. 
 
Discrimination based on perception also occurs when you treat someone less favourably 
because you mistakenly think that they have a protected characteristic (other than pregnancy and 
maternity). 
 
Discrimination because of pregnancy and maternity is the treatment of a woman less favourably 
because she is or has been pregnant, has given birth in the last 26 weeks or is breastfeeding a 
baby who is 26 weeks or younger.  It is direct sex discrimination to treat a woman less favourably 
because she is breast feeding a child who is more than 26 weeks old. 
 
Discrimination arising from disability is treating a disabled person unfavourably because of 
something connected with their disability when this cannot be justified, and failing to make 
reasonable adjustments for disabled people. 
 
Indirect discrimination occurs when you apply an unjustifiable provision, criteria or practice in the 
same way for all people or a particular group of people, but this has the effect of those people who 
share a protected characteristic within the general group, being subject to a particular disadvantage 
with a particular protected characteristic.  It doesn’t matter that you did not intend to cause a 
disadvantage with a particular protected characteristic.  What does matter is whether your action 
does or would disadvantage people compared with people who do not share that characteristic. 
 
‘Disadvantage’ within the College could mean denial of an opportunity or choice, deterrence, 
rejection or exclusion. 
 
Indirect pregnancy and maternity discrimination are not covered under the equality act although it 
could be included in the definition of direct sex discrimination. 
 
Institutional Discrimination is the collective failure of an organisation to provide an appropriate 
and professional service to people because of their protected characteristics. 
 
Harassment 
 
Harassment is ‘unwanted conduct related to a relevant protected characteristic, which has the 
purpose or effect of violating an individual’s dignity or cheating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, 
humiliating or offensive environment for that individual’.  Protection includes harassment because of 
perception and association. 
 
Harassment applies to all protected characteristics except for pregnancy and maternity and 
marriage and civil partnership.  Employees will now be able to complain of behaviour that they find 
offensive even if it is not directed at them, and the complainant need not possess the relevant 
characteristic themselves. 
 
Third Party Harassment 
 
The Equality Act makes an organisation potentially liable for harassment of their employees by 
people (third parties) who are not employees of the company, such as customers or clients.  The 
organisation will only be liable when harassment has occurred on at least two previous occasions, 
and they are aware that it has taken place, and have not taken responsible steps to prevent it from 
happening again.  This already applies to sex and is now extended to cover age, disability, gender 
reassignment, race, religion or belief and sexual orientation. 
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Victimisation 
 
Victimisation occurs when a person is treated badly because they have made or supported a 
complaint or raised a grievance under the Equality Act; or because they are suspected of doing so.  
A person is not protected from victimisation if they have maliciously made or supported an untrue 
complaint.  There is no longer a need to compare treatment of a complainant with that of a person 
who has not made or supported a complaint under the Act. 
 
Positive Action 
 
The Equality Act allows an organisation to take positive action if they think that employees or job 
applicants who share a particular protected characteristic suffer a disadvantage connected to that 
characteristic, or if their participation in an activity is disproportionately low. 
 
Genuine Occupational Requirement 
 
In certain circumstances it is legal to recruit someone purely on the basis of their characteristic.  
This is where it is legal to recruit someone purely on the basis of age, race, gender, sexual 
orientation, and religion and belief, where this is a genuine occupational requirement for the job. 
 
Reasonable Adjustments 
 
As well as making it unlawful to treat a disabled person less favourably because of a reason relating 
to their disability, it is also discrimination if an organisation fails to make ‘reasonable adjustments’.  
Reasonable adjustments aim to remove the disadvantage that a disabled person experiences 
because of their disability.  Making reasonable adjustments means changing policies, practices or 
procedures and / or providing auxiliary aids or services. 
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Definitions from the Equality Act 2010    Appendix 2 
 
Race 
 
The Act defines race as a person’s: 

 

 Colour and /or 

 Nationality 

 Ethnic or national origin 

 Racial group – a group of people that share a colour nationality or ethnic or national origin.   

Religion or Belief 
 
The protected characteristic of religion or belief includes any religion and any religious or 
philosophical belief.  For a religion to be protected it must have a clear structure and belief system. 
 
Belief means any religious or philosophical belief and includes lack of belief.  For a belief to be 
protected under The Equality Act it must: 
 

 be genuinely held 

 be a belief and not an opinion or viewpoint based on the information available at the moment 

 be a belief as to a weighty and substantial aspect of human life and behaviour 

 attain a certain level of cogency, seriousness, cohesion and importance 

 worthy in a democratic society 

 be compatible with human dignity and not conflict with the fundamental rights or others 

Sex 
 
Unlawful sex discrimination happens when someone is treated unfairly because of their gender.  
Women, men and transsexual people can all experience sex discrimination. 
 
Sex discrimination also includes treating someone less favourably because they are married or in a 
civil partnership, for example, not hiring a married woman. 
 
Sexual Orientation 
 
The law protects people from discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation towards people of 
the same sex, people of the opposite sex, or people of both sexes.  This means they protect lesbian 
women, gay men, bisexual people, and heterosexual people in employment, services and 
education. 
 
Positive Action Provisions 
 
Learners with protected characteristics may be disadvantaged for social or economic reasons for 
reasons to do with past or present discrimination.  The Act contains provisions which enable 
education providers to take action to tackle the particular disadvantage, different needs or 
disproportionately low participation of a particular students group, provided certain conditions are 
met. 
 
Gender Reassignment 
 
Gender reassignment is defined as a personal rather than a medical process which involves a 
person expressing their gender in a way that differs from, or is inconsistent with, the physical sex 
they were born with. 
 
A person will be protected because of gender reassignment where they: 
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 Make their own intention known to someone 

 Propose to undergo gender reassignment surgery (even if it is not complete) 

 On starting gender reassignment surgery 

 Start or continue to dress, behave or live according to their gender identity 

 Undergo any treatment related to gender assignment 

 Receive gender recognition under the Gender Recognition Act 2004 

Trans Equality 
 
A transsexual person is someone who proposes to, starts or has completed a process (or part of a 
process) to change his or her sex from their ‘birth’ sex.  This process can be referred to as ‘Gender 
Reassignment’.  Transvestites (sometimes known as ‘cross-dressers’) are not transsexual because 
they do not intend to live permanently in the gender opposite to their birth sex and therefore, are not 
protected by The Equality Act.  However, they would be protected from direct discrimination and 
harassment, if this is experienced because someone thinks that they are transsexual, even if that is 
not the case. 
 
The College is committed to preventing discrimination and harassment, in addition to advancing and 
promoting equality for Trans persons.  This commitment extends to individuals that are perceived to 
be Trans when in fact they are not (discrimination by perception), and to individuals that are 
associated with a Trans person (discrimination by association). 
 
Marriage and Civil Partnership 
 
Marriage is defined as a’ union between a man and a woman’.  Same sex couples can have their 
relationship legally recognised as ‘civil partnerships’ and be legally married.  Civil partnerships and 
same sex marriages must be treated no less favourably than heterosexual married couples. 
 
All employees are protected against discrimination on the basis of marriage or civil partnership.  
However, being married or in a civil partnership is not a protected characteristic for Further 
Education colleges. 
 
Pregnancy and Maternity 
 
Pregnancy is the condition of being pregnant or expecting a baby.  Maternity refers to the period 
after the birth and is linked to maternity leave in the employment context.  In the non-work context, 
protection against maternity discrimination is for 26 weeks after giving birth and this included 
treating a woman unfavourably because she is breastfeeding. 
 
 
 


